WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT

PIX’R’US

Ebru AYDIN 1394691
Berk DEMIR 1448588
Ender EREL 1395029
M. Ozan KABAK 1389568

Summary:

- Weekly meeting was held.
- Discussed developer documentation.

Plans for next week:

- Continue work on orthophoto module.
- Developer documentation, using “doxygen”, will be added to the project.

Individual work:

**Ebru AYDIN:**  
* worked on orthophoto generation, fixed bugs.  
* implemented earth to image using earth coordinates of the corners of the image

Next week:  
* work and finalization of image to earth registration.  
* implementation about overlapped areas of images.

**Berk DEMIR:**  
* Bug testing is done.  

Next week:  
* Living Schedule/ Web Page will be updated.  
* Write developer documentation.
Ender EREL:  * Context menu of project manager is working.
  * DemModule implementation/integration started.

  Next week:
  * Finish DemModule integration.
  * Add more functionality to context menu.
  * Write developer documentation.

Ozan KABAK:

* Worked on orthophoto generation using external camera parameters.
* Fixed bugs in image registration by using external camera parameters.

  Next week:
  * Fix bugs in orthophoto generation module.
  * Write documentation of some modules using doxygen.